
Modified “Know Your Limits” Match - Sept. 18, 2021 10:00AM 

 

Range: 100yd 

Targets: KYL reactive  

Guns: Any rim-fire 22S,L,LR - 22WMR - 17HMR -17H2  

Sights: Any open sight or optic that does not project a beam. 

Rests: Independent front and rear rests. Rests may not be attached to the bench or to   
each other. Bi-pods acceptable. 

Course of fire: 

The KYL target consists of 8 reactive circular targets arranged on a pipe so as to swing 
when hit. The targets range in size from 2” to1/4”. Targets are engaged in order from 
largest to smallest. 

There will be three strings for each competitor. One competitor at a time from a 
designated bench. Each competitor will shoot in turn at the targets from 50 then 75 and 
finally from 100yds. Shooting order will be determined by a drawing for each string. 

Competitors will be allowed to end their string if they are not confident in their ability to 
hit the next smaller target and retain all points accumulated. If the competitor chooses to 
advance to the next smaller target and misses, He/she will lose the points for the last 
target hit. The winner of the match will be the competitor with the highest point total. The 
string will end upon successful engagement of all eight targets or with a miss or when 
the competitor chooses or when time limit expires (10 minutes). 

Example: 

Competitor 1 successfully engages the first three targets on the first string and decides 
to end his/her string. The score will be 10+20+30 for 60 points total.  

Competitor 2 successfully engages the first three targets and misses his/her attempt at 
the fourth. The score will be 10+20+30 minus 30 for 30 points total. 

 

Scoring Matrix – 2160 maximum possible points 

 2” 1-3/4” 1-1/2” 1-1/4” 1” 3/4” 1/2" 1/4” 
50yd 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
75yd 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
100yd 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 

 

 


